Dowdy-Ficklen Stadium Southside Kitchen

Floor Plans

- Concourse Level Floor Plan Area A
- Concourse Level Floor Plan Area B
- Club Level Floor Plan
- Loge Level Floor Plan
- Suite Level Floor Plan
- Press Level Floor Plan
- AD Suite Layout
- Chancellor’s Suite Layout
- Club Level Bar Layout
- Club Level Kitchen Layout
- Club Level Serving Area Layout
- Club Level Suite Layout
- Field Level Service Counter Layout
- Field Level Walk-in Layout
- Founders Suite Layout
- Press Level Kitchen
- Press Level Suite Right
- Press Level Suites Left
- Suite Level Kitchen
- Suite Level Seating Layout
3. EXTERIOR DIMENSION AT PRECAST ARE TO FACE OF PRECAST.

1. EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS AT MASONRY VENEER ARE TO FACE OF MASONRY.

8. INSTALL BLOCKING IN PARTITIONS FOR CASEWORK, WALL MOUNTED EQUIPMENT, *

11. SEE SHEET DF-A632 FOR CASEWORK ELEVATIONS & DETAILS.

1. ALL PIPE AND CONDUIT PENETRATIONS THRU RATED PARTITIONS, FLOORS, ROOF, *

7. REFER TO MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING DRAWINGS FOR TYPICAL U.L. *
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ASSEMBLIES FOR PENETRATIONS.

ETC. SHALL BE SEALED WITH A RESPECTIVELY RATED FIRE BARRIER PENETRATION *

FABRICATION OF PARTITION WALLS.

FIRE PUMP

A3

19'-1" 10'-4"

AF

27'-0"
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HARDWARE TYPE 13.0

NEW CONCRETE SLAB,

M8.F
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3

62' - 0"

2 HR. RATED FIRE PARTITION

DF-A311R2

A4

2'-10 1/4"

A5

2'-0 1/8"

4'-7 1/8"

BRICK COLUMN WRAP

2'-0" 1'-8"

8' VERTICAL PICKET

ALUMINUM GATE W/ *
### Partition Notes

1. EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS AT MASONRY VENEER ARE TO FACE OF MASONRY.
2. EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS AT STUCCO VENEER ARE TO FACE OF METAL STUD.
3. SHOULD CONDITIONS OCCUR WHERE A WALL IS UNABLE TO GO STRAIGHT UP TO FRAMING) MAY JOG HORIZONTALLY ABOVE THE CEILING TO AVOID THE CONFLICT.
4. SHOULD CONDITIONS OCCUR WHERE A WALL IS UNABLE TO GO STRAIGHT UP TO FRAMING) MAY JOG HORIZONTALLY ABOVE THE CEILING TO AVOID THE CONFLICT.

### General Notes

- REFER TO MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING DRAWINGS FOR TYPICAL U.L. ASSEMBLIES FOR PENETRATIONS.
- SEE SHEET DF-A608 THRU DF-A619 FOR ENLARGED PLANS INDICATING ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANT WALLS.
- SEE SHEETS G013 FOR FINISH FLOORING, TRANSITIONS, PATTERNS AND WALL FINISHES.
- SEE SHEET DF-A632 FOR CASEWORK ELEVATIONS & DETAILS.
- SEE SHEETS G009 & G012 FOR ACCESSORY DESCRIPTIONS & MOUNTING HEIGHTS.
- INSTALL BLOCKING IN PARTITIONS FOR CASEWORK, WALL MOUNTED EQUIPMENT, RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING APPROPRIATE PROJECT-SPECIFIC U.L. LISTED PROTECTION.

### Diagram

- CONCOURSE LEVEL FLOOR PLAN - AREA B
- PARTITION LEGEND
- GENERAL NOTES

---

### Floor Plan Sheet Notes

- PARTITION NOTES
- FLOOR PLAN SHEET NOTES
- DIAMETER OF PIPING THROUGH PARTITION WALLS MUST BE A MAXIMUM OF 1 1/2""
PANTRY

Traulsen 68" ARI 232HUT-FS
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CENTER OF GRIDS C2.S AND 2

Food Waste Disposer
Salvajor
300-CA-18-ARSS-2

Club Level Kitchen Layout
EAST CLUB DINING

LOCATE FACE OF WALL ON EDGE OF SLAB

NE DRAWN LOCATED 8' OF GRID 9 & BS

W03
WALK-IN COOLER

NEW CONCRETE PAD FOR COOLER

Field Level Walk-In Layout
Press Level Suite - Right
Suite Level Kitchen
Suite Level Seating Layout